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MOVEMENT MONITOR

The invention relates to a proximity monitoring sys
tem for detecting, and identifying an object or person in
a certain location, and is of particular application in

2

This will, of course, result in a fairly rapid depletion
of the charge in the battery, which will then mean that
each individual unit must regularly be recharged in
order to maintain the entire system operational.
These factors render the system unsuitable for identi
?cation of units or persons, particularly in the case of

institutions such as hospitals, and large commercial

patients in hospitals. Clearly, it would be unacceptable

establishments such as of?ces and the like for monitor

ing movement of patients and other persons at predeter

to require each patient to wear a relatively massive
structure such as that shown in the patent referred to.

mined locations such as entrances and exits to buildings,
or between locations in buildings, and for individually
identifying the person so detected.

requires that each patient shall wear an identi?cation
bracelet or wrist band usually made of plastic, and in the

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
Movement monitoring systems are available in which
for example tags are attached to article, which tags are
then detected, if the article is moved past a predeter
mined location. Such systems are well known as shop

lifting prevention systems in stores.
However, those systems are unsuitable for use in 20

detecting the movement and individual identity of an
object or person, or for identifying that object or indi
vidual from others. In many cases, including industrial
processes, luggage handling, movement of transport or

However, it is well known that hospital procedure

majority of cases being disposable.
In many of the other applications referred to, identity
labels or tags are used on units, which are also particu

larly suited to use in conjunction with the invention.
BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The invention therefore generally is directed to pro
viding a proximity monitoring system incorporating a

central information storage unit, and a receiver con
nected thereto, a plurality of remote detector modules,
adapted to be placed in various locations at a distance
from the information storage unit, each having a re
rail cars, military applications, in animal care, and in 25
ceiver and transmitter connected thereto, and a plural

institutions and large commercial organizations, it is

desirable to monitor movement of units which may be
inanimate objects, mobile units, animals or persons, and

ity of individual personalized portable identi?er units,

each identi?er comprising a receiver, a transmitter, and
a battery pack, and switch means operated by the re
in particular to instantly detect the identity of such a
unit when movement is detected. In the particular case 30 ceiver in response to a signal from a detector module, to
switch the battery through to the transmitter, and incor
of hospitals, it is desirable to monitor movement of
porating coded signal means in said transmitter for emit
individuals from one area to another in the building, or

ting a personalized coded identi?cation signal.
at entrances and exits to the building.
More particularly, the invention seeks to provide
In these cases it is not enough simply to detect move
ment. It is essential to be able to detect both that move 35 such a system wherein the personalized portable unit is
contained in a wrist band which is attachable to the
ment has taken place, and it is also necessary to immedi
ately identify the person or unit detected.
Different action may be required depending upon the

person.

highly desirable to detect movement of hospital staff

mined time intervals in sequence, to the central console,
whereby to monitor the condition and operability of
each detector module at predetermined time intervals.
More particularly, the invention provides such a sys

'

More particularly, the invention seeks to provide

such a system in which the detector modules are pro
identity of the person or unit detected.
For example, in the case of a hospital, it may be 40 grammed to emit coded monitoring signals at predeter
such as doctors, nurses and the like from one area to the

other in the building, so that their location may always

be known. This greatly facilitates paging of hospital

staff in the case of an emergency for example. However, 45 tem wherein each of the detector modules emits a coded
identi?cation signal identifying its own location, and in
in the case of hospital staff it is not normally necessary
addition, retransmits the coded information received
to take any remedial action.
from the personalized portable unit, whereby the cen
Conversely, in the case of patients in hospitals, it is
tral information storage console receives a composite
necessary not only to detect movement of a patient into
or out of a building or an area within a building, but it

signal identifying the detector module, and also identi

fying the individual or unit located by the detector
module.
The various features of novelty which characterize
sending out hospital staff to locate the patient, and if
the invention are pointed out with particularity in the
necessary to see that the patient returns to the location
where he is supposed to be. Clearly, this type of moni 55 claims annexed to and forming a part of this disclosure.
For a better understanding of the invention, its operat
toring may be required in many other types of buildings
ing advantages and speci?c objects attained by its use,
and institutions, the case of the hospital simply being the
reference should be had to the accompanying drawings
most familiar example.
and descriptive matter in which there are illustrated and
In the case of livestock rearing, it has been proposed,
described preferred embodiments in the invention.
in US. Pat. No. 4,274,083 to provide each animal with
a transmitter, receiver, battery, and antenna, and to
IN THE DRAWINGS
provide a monitoring location in an agricultural build
FIG. 1 is a schematic perspective illustration showing
ing, which will then provide information concerning
a typical application of the invention in a building;
the individual animal.
FIG. 2 is a perspective illustration showing a typical
However, in this system the transmitter, receiver, 65
battery package which is attached to the animal is rela
portable identi?er unit in the form of a wrist band;
may also be necessary to immediately institute some
form of remedial action such as instituting a search, or

tively massive, and the system requires that the animal
transmitter and receiver shall be “on” at all times.

FIG. 3 is a perspective illustration of an alternate

form of portable identi?er;

3
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FIG. 4 is a schematic block diagram of the central

information console;
FIGS. 50, 5b and 5c are schematic block diagrams of

portions of the detector module; and
FIG. 6 is a schematic blockdiagram of one of the

personally portable units.
DESCRIPTION OF A SPECIFIC EMBODIMENT

4

Detector 16 and Console 10 are typically hardwire

connected, by wires 14 and 18.
Also illustrated in FIG. 1, is a person indicated by the
letter P, wearing an identi?cation unit 20 in a wrist band
22. The wrist band 22 is shown in more detail in FIG. 2.
It comprises a conventional strap portion 24 and buckle
26. Typically, in the case of a hospital wrist band, the

band portion 24 is made of sterile thermo plastic mate

Referring ?rst of all to FIG. 1, the system according
to the invention is shown illustrated schematically in

rial, and is normally disposable when the patient is dis

association with a building, the details of which are

However, in the case of more permanent usage, such
as on staff, of?ce personnel and the like in any other

omitted.
At any location which may be within the building, or
at a separate security station for example, a central
information storage console indicated generally as 10 is
provided. The console 10 is shown at a typical work
station mounted on a table, so that a supervisor may sit

and watch the console twenty-four hours a day if neces
sary. On the other hand, such a console may function
entirely automatically with a separate portable or visual
warning system. Thus a warning buzzer or light is
shown as 12, although of course it will be appreciated

charged from hospital.
buildings where the wrist bands may be used for greater
lengths of time, the wrist bands could be made in a more

durable manner. In the typical hospital wrist band, the
strap portion 24 is in the form of a ?attened tube of
thermo plastic, which has particular advantages to the
practice of the invention as will become apparent from

the following description. However, the invention is
not restricted to any form of wrist band nor indeed to a

wrist band per se. The identi?er unit of the invention

could equally well be incorporated in a lapel badge, or
any other article of clothing, or a luggage tag, product

that this will not necessarily be provided, it being
merely illustrated by way of example.
25 label or other marking, or in a credit card, or access
Typically such an information storage console will
card 28 (FIG. 3).
comprise a typical video display terminal with an input
Within the wristband 22, there is provided the identi
keyboard and a video display, and will incorporate any
?er unit indicated generally as 20. This comprises a
suitable form of information storage on electronic me

dia.
In the case of, for example, a hospital, records of all
patients and staff could be stored in electronic media in
such a storage console, accessible by reference to the
individual code number for that individual.

receiver 30, a battery and switch 32, and a transmitter
34.

more sophisticated system it would also be possible to
display a photograph of the individual if that should be

The receiver 30 is adapted to receive signals from any
of the detector modules 16 to which it is proximate. In
response to the signal the battery and switch 32 powers
the transmitter 34. The transmitter 34 then emits a
coded identification signal to the detector module 16.
The detector module 16 in turn transmits a two-part
coded signal to the central console 10. Such signal iden
ti?es the location of the detector module 16, and the
individual identi?cation unit detected by the detecto

necessary.

module, in its proximity.

Suitable programming could be provided whereby as
soon as such an individual’s code number is input into
the machine, the ?le is displayed on the screen. In a

All of these capabilities are well within the scope of

the art, and require no speci?c description.
The storage console 10 will incorporate means for

receiving and processing various signals. The transmit
ting and receiving means will be usually hard wire con=
nected as at 14, but may be adapted to receive and emit

The console 10 may display information from such a
detector signal, and store it as necessary. It may also

retrieve information from its memory, and display such
information, in response to such a signal. An alarm may
also be activated.

FIGS. 4, 5 and 6 consist of schematic block diagrams
of the central console 10, the detector module 16, and
plication. Thus no further disclosure is given of such
the identi?er unit 20 respectively.
transmitter and receiver beyond the general illustration
Referring now to FIG. 4, the central console 10 has
of the block diagrams below.
50 generally the components illustrated in the various
The information storage console 10 is capable of
blocks in the block diagram.
receiving various signals and processing them and of
Thus, it will be provided with a line receiver 40,
retrieving and displaying information, and storing infor

radio transmissions, depending upon the particular ap

mation as it comes in, all as will be described below.
Also illustrated in FIG. 1 is a remote detector module
16, which in this case is shown mounted at a doorway D

of a building. Obviously, the mounting of such detector
module 16 will depend entirely on the requirements of

connected to a serial to parallel converter 42, which is
in turn connected directly to an input-output interface
44.
The converter 42 is also connected to an interrupt
decoder 46. The interface may also be connected to an

alarm 48. The precise nature of the alarm 48 will, of
the end user. Some modules may be located in exit and
entrance doorways to the building, and other modules 60 course, depend on the particular application, and in
certain cases it may not even be required.
may be located at entrances and exits to various areas
The sole purpose is, of course, to alert supervisory
personnel to the fact that a signal has been received.
The detector module 16 incorporates a transmitter
The interface 44 is in turn connected to a micro
for transmitting a signal to the console 10 indicating the
65 processor (MPU) unit 50. The MPU 50 is connected to
operating condition of the detector 16.
the video interface 52 and display random access mem
In addition, it incorporates separate transmitter and
ory (RAM) 54. The video interface 52 is in turn con
receiver circuits, monitoring identi?cation units in its
nected to a video monitor 56.
proximity as described below.

within the building.

5
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The MPU 50 is also connected to the keyboard inter
face 58 and keyboard memory 60, and the keyboard
interface 58 is in turn connected to the keyboard 62.
Referring now to FIGS. 5A, 5B and 5C, these three
illustrations show the three separate circuits contained
in the detector module unit 16.

6

It will be seen to be comprised of a receiver 94, pro
vided with a receiver antenna 96. The antenna 96 re

ceives signals from the detector transmitter 64 via an
tenna 66 of FIG. 5a.
The receiver 94 is connected to a decoder 98, which
is in turn connected to a switch 100.

FIG. 5a, shows the detector circuit which functions

A miniaturized battery pack 102, corresponding to

to activate the identi?er unit 20. This circuit comprises

the battery 32 of FIGS. 2 and 3, is connected to the

a detector transmitter 64, an antenna 66, and a battery

receiver 94 and decoder 98 and to the switch 100.

switch encoder 68 connected to the detector transmitter
64.
The transmitter 64 emits a coded signal, which is
transmitted through the antenna 66, and activates cir

that they are continuously powered by the the battery
pack 102, but draw only minute amounts of power.

cuits in the identi?er unit 20 in a manner to be described

below. This circuit operates continuously 24 hours a
day, so long as the system is in operation.
The second detector circuit is illustrated in FIG. 5b.
In this circuit, a receiver 70 is provided with an identi

The nature of the receiver 94 and decoder 98 is such

Consequently, the battery pack 102 may have an ex
tended useful life.
The switch 100 is connected to a transmitter 104

having a transmitting antenna 106, which functions to
emit identi?er signals, which are received in the detec
tor unit 16.

The transmitter 104 is connected to an individual
?er signal antenna 72 for receiving coded information
20 digital encoder 108, and a pulse code modulator 110.
signals from the identi?er unit 20.
This receiver 70 is connected to a demodulator 74
which is in turn connected to a parallel serial converter
76, which is then connected to a line driver 78. The line

The transmitter 104 and the encoder 108 and modula

tor 110 are all normally “off”. That is to say, they are

not supplied with power from the battery pack 102.
However, once the receiver 94 receives a signal from
driver 78 is typically connected by hard wire 18 to the 25
anyone of the detectors, then the switch 100 is triggered
console 10.
to switch “on” and thus supplies power to the transmit
Also connected to the parallel serial converter 76 is a
ter 104, encoder 108 and modulator 110.
door identi?cation encoder 80, and an interrupt encoder
The encoder and modulator then cause the transmit
82. The door encoder 80 provides a coded information
ter to emit a personal individualized coded digital sig
signal identifying the location of the detector unit 16. It 30 nal, which is picked up by the receiver antenna 72, and
is referred to as a door encoder simply for the sake of
the receiver 70. By means of the circuit already de
convenience. It will, of course, be appreciated that such
scribed in the receiver portion of the detector, the de
detector units may be placed in locations other than at
tector then delivers a two-part signal via the line driver
doorways.
_
78 to the central processor. As described above the

In this way, the signal generated by the ‘detector unit 35 two-part signal comprises a digital coded signal identi

in response to theproximity of an identi?er unit 20 will
contain information coded to indicate the identity of the
individual identi?er unit 20, and will also contain coded

information identifying the particular detector unit.
Thus, the signal identi?es both the wearer of the wrist
band, in the example shown, and also the location of the
wearer.

The purpose of the interrupt encoder 82 is to provide
a coded signal, which normally would precede the

fying the location of the detector and a digital coded

signal received from the identi?er, identifying the indi
vidual, or object, located by that detector.
When both of these signals are received in the central
processing unit, various results may be programmed to
occur. These results may include the sounding of an

alarm, the ?ashing of an alarm light, the display of
personnel records for that individual, and may even

include the display of a stored photographic image.

detector signal, and would function to inform the con 45
Where the monitoring system is used for monitoring
sole that a detector signal was about to be emitted.
the movement of objects, then the central unit would be
This would then permit the console to distinguish
programmed in other ways, and would store different

between detector signals, and random noise.
The detector module 16 will also incorporate a third
circuit, as illustrated in FIG. 5C. The function of this
circuit is to provide at periodic intervals a test signal.
Thus, the test circuit of FIG. 50 will be seen to com
prise an intermittent test transmitter 84, provided with

information.
The foregoing is a description of a preferred embodi
ment of the invention which is given here by way of
example only. The invention is not to be taken as limited
to any of the speci?c features as described, but compre

hends all such variations thereof as come within the
an antenna 86. A standard test encoder 88 is connected
scope of the appended claims.
to the transmitter 84, and the encoder 88 is in turn con 55
What is claimed is:
trolled by means of a timer 90.
1. A proximity monitoring system for detecting and
Signals from the antenna 86 are received at the test
individually identifying the proximity of any object or

receiving antenna 92 connected to the receiver 70.
The test encoder 88 provides coded test information

person from a group of objects or persons, and compris
mg:
data, which is, of course, readily distinquishable in the 60 a central information processor, and processor signal
console from the individual identi?cation data, which
receiver means connected thereto;
would be received from an identi?er unit 20.
a plurality of remote detector modules adapted to be
The timer 90 functions to trigger such test signals at
placed in various locations at a distance from said

periodic intervals.
In this way the console will continue to receive a 65

central information processor, each module having
a module ?rst transmitter means for communicat

series of timed test signals from each detector module

ing with said processor signal receiver means and

16, indicating that it is functioning correctly.

having a module second transmitter means opera

The identifier unit 20 is illustrated in FIG. 6.

ble to emit a standard, uniform “switch-on” signal

7
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whereby the same will be activated by said battery

for communicating with any object or person to be
identi?ed in said group, in the immediate proximity
of said module, and module receiver means for
receiving a signal from any object or person to be
identi?ed in the immediate proximity of said mod

means as soon as said switch means is switched on by

said receiver and decoder.

6. A proximity monitoring system as claimed in claim
5 wherein a said remote detector module comprises a

?rst module transmitter means having a timer, which is
in turn connected to a standard test encoder, which is in
turn connected to an intermittent test transmitter,
which is operable to deliver a test signal to said central
information processor, and further includes a battery
switch encoder which is in turn connected to a detector
transmitter, which is in turn connected to antenna

ule,
a plurality of individual personalized portable identi
?er units adapted to be associated with each said
object or person in said group, each identi?er unit
comprising a continuously activated identi?er re
ceiver adapted to receive said uniform “switch on”

signal when in the immediate proximity of any of

means, for continuously emitting a “switch on” signal to
the receiver of any portable identi?er unit within the
proximity of said detector module, and said detector
module further including a receiver, which is in turn
connected to an identi?er unit signal demodulator,
which is in turn connected to signal transmission means,
second transmitter means of any of said remote
and having a module I/D encoder which is in turn
detector modules when said identifier unit is in the
immediate proximity of said module to connect 20 connected to said signal transmission means and further
having interrupt encoder means which is also con
said battery power means to said identi?er trans
nected to said signal transmission means, and said re
mitter thereby activating same for emitting a per
ceiver means in said detector module being further
sonalized coded identi?cation signal to said module
connected to said intermittent test transmitter within
receiver means of said module; and,
said module receiver means being operable, in re 25 said detector'module, whereby said module receiver
means may receive either a signal from a portable iden
sponse to a said coded identi?cation signal, to cause
said remote detector modules, a coded signal iden
ti?er transmitter which is normally de-activated, a
battery power means, and switch means operated
by the identi?er receiver in response to any said
uniform “switch on” signal from any said module

said module ?rst transmitter means to transmit a

ti?er unit, or a test signal from its own intermittent test

coded information signal to said processor signal

signal encoder, and will then be responsive thereto to
deliver either a signal containing the module I/D, and
the identity of the portable identi?er unit in its proxim

receiver means, and,
and said processor signal receiving means being oper
able, in response to said coded information signal

ity, or the module I/D and its intermittent test signal,
through said signal transmission means to said central
information processor.

from said module ?rst transmitter means, to cause
said central information processor to process infor

7. A detector module for use in association with a

mation corresponding to said coded information

signal.
2. A proximity monitoring system as claimed in claim
1 wherein the personalized portable identi?er unit is
contained in a wrist band which is attachable to the
person.

35

proximity monitoring system for detecting and individ
ually identifying the proximity of any object or person
of a group of objects or persons, of the type wherein a
central information processor contains information con

cerning said detector module, and said group of objects
3. A proximity monitoring system as claimed in claim 40 or persons, and wherein said object or person is identi
?ed by an individually personally portable identi?er
1 in which the detector modules are operable whereby
unit, said remote detector module comprising:
said module ?rst transmitter means emits coded condi
module ?rst transmitter means operable for commu
tion signals at predetermined time intervals in sequence,
nicating with said central information processor;
to the processor receiver means in said central informa=
module second transmitter means operable to emit a
tion processor, whereby to monitor the condition and 45
standard uniform “switch on” signal to communi
operability of each detector module at predetermined
cate with all personally portable identi?er units in
time intervals.
the immediate proximity of said module, and,
4. A proximity monitoring system as claimed in claim
module receiver means operable to receive coded
1 wherein said module ?rst transmitter means of each
information signals from said personally portable
detector module emits a coded identi?cation signal
identi?er unit, for retransmission by said module
identifying its own location, and in addition, retransmits
?rst transmitter means to said central information
said coded information received from said personalized
processor.
portable unit to said processor signal receiver means,
whereby said central information unit receives a com

8. A remote detector module as claimed in claim 7

including modular coded information signal means op
erable at predetermined time intervals, said module ?rst
transmitter means being operable to transmit said coded
said detector module.
condition signals at said predetermined time intervals to
5. A proximity monitoring system as claimed in claim
said central information processor whereby to monitor
1 wherein said personalized portable identi?er unit
comprises a receiver, and a decoder, said receiver being 60 the condition and operability of said detector module at

posite signal identifying said detector module, and also
individually identifying the object or person located by

connected to said decoder which is in turn connected to

predetermined time intervals.

9. A remote detector module as claimed in claim 7
said switch means, and further including battery means
including module coded identi?cation signal means
connected continuously to said receiver and said de
operable to deliver a module identi?cation signal, said
coder and to said switch means, and further including a
digital encoder, connected in turn to a pulse code modu 65 module ?rst transmitter means being operable in re
sponse to receipt of a coded information signal from a
lator, which is in turn connected to said transmitter
said personally portable identi?er unit, to transmit to
means, wherein said switch means is connected to said
said central information processor a coded identi?ca
encoder and said modulator and said transmitter means,

4,598,275
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tion signal identifying the location of that module, and

vate said identi?er transmitter, said identi?er trans

said coded identi?cation signal received from said per

sonally portable identi?er unit.

mitter thereupon emitting a personalized coded
identi?cation signal to said remote detector module

10. A personally portable individual identi?er unit,
for use in a proximity monitoring system for detecting

cessor.

for retransmission to said central information pro

and individually identifying the proximity of an object

11. A personally portable individual identi?er unit, as
or person, said system having a plurality of remote
claimed in claim 10 wherein said unit is contained in a
detector modules, at spaced locations, adapted to com
wrist band which is attachable to the person.
municate with said individual identi?er units, and a
12. A personally portable individual identi?er unit
central information processor, storing information re l0 wherein said unit is contained in an access card.
garding said remote detector modules, and said individ
13. a personally portable individual identi?er unit,
ual portable identi?er units, said individual portable
which
comprises a receiver, a decoder, said receiver
identi?er unit comprising:
being connected to said decoder, said switch means
a continuously activated identi?er receiver adapted
to receive a standard uniform “switch on” signal 15 being connected to said decoder, battery power means
connected continuously to said receiver and said de
from anysaid remote detector module, when in the

immediate proximity thereof;
a coded signal identi?er transmitter which is nor

mally deactivated;
battery power means;
switch means connected with said battery power
means, and operated by said identi?er receiver in

coder and said switch means, digital encoder means
connected in turn to a pulse modulator, and which is in
turn connected to said transmitter means, said switch
20 means being connected to said encoder means and said

modulalator and said transmitter means, whereby the
same will be activated by said battery power means, as

soon as said switch means is switched from off to on by
response to a said standard uniform “switch on”
said receiver and said decoder.
signal from a said remote detector unit to switch
*
*
*
I‘
*
said battery means from off to on, whereby to acti 25
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